The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI’s Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-1
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-2
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-3
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-4
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY

The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-5
BOLO issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI’s Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-6
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-7
 Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
 PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-8
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-9
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-10
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-11
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI’s Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-12
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-13
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office’s Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 278-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-14
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE
The United States Park Police, in conjunction with the FBI Washington Field Office's Violent Crimes Task Force, is attempting to identify several individuals who are responsible for vandalizing federal property at Lafayette Square in Washington, DC.

On June 22, 2020, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a group of individuals vandalized the Andrew Jackson statue at Lafayette Square, at Pennsylvania Ave NW & 16th Street Northwest. The US Park Police and FBI are attempting to identify the individuals responsible for Destruction of Property and other related crimes.

If you have any information concerning this individual or these incidents, please contact the US Park Police Criminal Investigations Branch- Major Crimes Unit via the anonymous Tip Line at (202)-610-8737, uspp_tipline@nps.gov, or the case detective at (202)-610-8731 reference the bulletin number listed below. You may also contact the FBI's Washington Field Office at (202) 276-2000.

This bulletin does not constitute probable cause to arrest.

Bulletin #LP-15
Bulletin issue date 6/24/2020
PUBLIC RELEASE